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Abstract: Water stock monitoring is a major issue for society on a local and global scale. Sentinel-1&2
satellites provide frequent acquisitions to track water surface dynamics, proxy variables to enable
water surface volume monitoring. How do we combine such observations along time for each sensor?
What advantages and disadvantages of single-date, monthly or time-windowed estimations? In
this context, we analysed the impact of merging information through different types and lengths of
time-windows. Satellite observations were processed separately on optical (Sentinel-2) and radar
(Sentinel-1) water detectors at 10 m resolution. The analysis has been applied at two scales. First,
validating with 26 large scenes (110 × 110 km) in different climatic zones in France, time-windows
yielded an improvement on radar detection (F1-score improved from 0.72 to 0.8 for 30 days on average
logic) while optical performances remained stable (F1-score 0.89). Second, validating reservoir area
estimations with 29 instrumented reservoirs (20–1250 ha), time-windows presented in all cases an
improvement on both optical and radar error for any window length (5–30 days). The mean relative
absolute error in optical area detection improved from 16.9% on single measurements to 12.9% using
15 days time-windows, and from 22.15% to 15.1% in radar detection). Regarding reservoir filling rates,
we identified an increased negative bias for both sensors when the reservoir is nearly full. This work
helped to compare accuracies of separate optical and radar capabilities, where optical statistically
outperforms radar at both local and large scale to the detriment of less frequent measurements.
Furthermore, we propose a geomorphological indicator of reservoirs to predict the quality of radar
area monitoring (R2 = 0.58). In conclusion, we suggest the use of time-windows on operational
water mapping or reservoir monitoring systems, using 10–20 days time-windows with average logic,
providing more frequent and faster information to water managers in periods of crisis (e.g., water
shortage) compared to monthly estimations.
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1. Introduction

This article is an open access article

Surface water dynamics are key variables to monitor the continental water stocks,
themselves crucial to human societies at a regional and global scale. Large reservoirs are
known to have a strong impact on hydrology, decreasing by around 2% the river discharge
to oceans [1]. They also have considerable importance for agriculture, domestic, and
industrial water uses, considering that their annual storage capacity is equivalent to 10%
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of the annual soil water storage at the global scale [2]. In much larger numbers, smaller
surface reservoirs (<0.1 km2 ) range from 0 to 10 reservoirs per km2 depending on the
region. Their densities increase with average precipitations, from 10 to 105 m3 /km2 . Their
importance has been analysed in terms of stream discharge reduction, especially important
during driest conditions, and seepage rates that appear to be higher than the evaporation
rate in existing studies [3]. Their positive socio economic impacts are reported worldwide
for the local populations [4,5]. In that context, there is a need to improve knowledge of
large and small reservoir characteristics.
High-resolution remote sensing data are identified to be highly appropriate to map
and quantify the properties of large and smaller reservoirs over vast areas. Recent releases
of surface water changes derived from high-resolution satellites have opened new insights
into global surface water dynamics. For instance, the global surface water database [6],
based on Landsat program observations since the 80s, allows investigating into the long
term and seasonal evolution of surface water area extents around the world, providing
quantitative evidence of human or natural induced changes over the 3 last decades. It
was used at the global scale, together with altimeter global datasets, to analyse the water
volume variations of 137 large reservoirs and lakes around the world, validated with in
situ data from 18 lakes, with the limitation that some regions like Africa and southwestern
Europe suffer from a lack of Landsat observations [7]. In that context, the global coverage
of Sentinel-1&2 observations highly improves systematic radar and optical satellite observation capacities, with a higher spatial resolution (10 to 20 m) and revisit frequency (5 to
12 days). These operational missions are crucial to base new near real time surface water
dynamics monitoring systems at a global scale. Numerous studies have already proposed
and compared methods to extract water area extents from their optical and radar data.
Multispectral Sentinel-2 data are used mainly through the application of a threshold
on Spectral Indices (SI) that have been proposed worldwide: the Normalized Difference
Water Index (NDWI [8]), Modified NDWI (MNDWI), Automated Water Extraction Index
(AWEI), Water Index 2015 (WI2015 ) to classify water pixels [9–14] among others. A calibration of those Spectral Indices (SI) thresholds is often crucial for each acquisition date and
area covered. Automated thresholding procedures have been proposed, such as Otsu’s
thresholding, to split SI bimodal histogram values into water and non-water classes [15].
False detections of water bodies in urban areas, bare soil, clouds, snow/ice, and shadow
areas can be mitigated with filters and combined methods. Nevertheless, it is impossible to
correct all false detections on all scenes, especially shadows in low illumination in mountainous areas. Water bodies with low (high depth, black seaweed, dark bottom, shadow
area) or high (high turbidity, shallow waters with bright bottom) reflectance might not be
detected using those methods. A second method has been proposed to convert the RGB
color space (SWIR2, NIR, RED bands from Sentinel-2 respectively) into the HSV (Hue,
Saturation, and Value) space where the chromaticity (H and S) and the brightness (V) components are decoupled [16–18]. To cope with the false detection obtained with traditional
water mapping methods using water indices in Mediterranean lakes and wetlands, Genetic
Programming algorithms have been used to demonstrate their better accuracy especially
for temporary lakes and wetlands [19]. Other methods based on classification or object
segmentation or even deep learning have been used successfully [20–23]. Their comparison shows that SI based methods are less robust than classifiers especially in complex
waterbodies (turbidity and aquatic vegetation for instance), but the requirement of external
data (training samples) makes classifiers complex to set up [24]. A promising approach has
been tested, to combine multiple SIs and raw reflectance in unsupervised multidimensional
hierarchical clustering [25]. This last method aims at optimizing at a large scale the use of
all the information contained in a Sentinel-2 scene without the use of any auxiliary data or
time-series mosaicking. This software outperformed the existing programs and SIs most
frequently used methods, such as Sen2Cor [26], Multi-sensor Atmospheric Correction and
Cloud Screening-Atmospheric Correction Joint Algorithm (MAJA) [27], FMask [28], or
MNDWI thresholding techniques, especially for small surface water (<0.5 ha).
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Water detection in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data has been performed at a global
scale (SWBD from SRTM mission), continental level [29,30], and local scale with coarse
to high-resolution data, for both annual/seasonal water monitoring and flood events
mapping [31–38]. Various methods have been used within the literature to delineate water
from SAR data, either as a singular process or in combination. These include histogram
thresholding [31,39–42], fuzzy classification [43,44], region growing [32,43] and texture
analysis [45]. Thresholding techniques aim at separating low back-scatters from surface
water using a threshold, which becomes especially difficult for mixed pixels or when the
water back-scatter is affected by wind-induced roughness, floating vegetation, or when the
swath of the image is large enough to have important incidence angle amplitude. In those
cases, the threshold needs to be modified on a scene per scene basis [31,41]. To be successful,
the histogram of the image values shall be bi-modal [46]. Thresholding technics have been
combined with texture information [45] or region-growing segmentation algorithms used
to increase the accuracy of water mapping [29,36,39,42,43,47]. Change detection and
threshold techniques are also used in flood mapping [34,48,49]. Those mixed techniques
give good detection accuracy (>95%) even if false detection corresponding to smooth
dry terrains and radar shadows needs to be corrected with ancillary data. Few scientific
references present a fully automatic water detection processor for surface water mapping
from Sentinel-1 imagery [34,44,50]. Those methods rely on an initial classification using
automatic thresholding, coupled with a fuzzy-logic-based classification refinement, and
a final classification including auxiliary data. Other automatic methods rely on ancillary
data (optical water maps, optical images) to train machine learning classifiers [24,35]. And
among all classifiers, Random Forest (RF) method is known to be the fastest and most
robust, i.e., small effect of RF parameters and wrong labelled samples on classification
accuracy, with a small training time [51].
Besides the sensor physics (optical, radar) and its water detection algorithm, there is an
interesting dimension to study the water dynamics: the observation time window. Thanks
to frequent optical and radar observations of Sentinels 1&2, water detection algorithms may
combine different observations (inside a time window) to produce the most accurate map
for a given date. The size of the observation window might have a different impact on the
quality of the resulting water maps depending on the validation criteria (i.e., quantification
of global water surface changes, estimation of single lake surfaces, or river widths). The
longer the window, the higher accuracies of water maps are expected, in detriment of missing rapid changes, such as flood events or changes in reservoirs related to infilling or draw
off managements actions. For example, current water maps services are generated from
monthly observations (GSW [17], Water bodies product from Copernicus Land Cover [52]).
New products based on shorter observation windows (from 5 to 20 days) would provide
faster and more frequent information on reservoir storage to water managers during water
crises such as for water shortage events. An analysis of the overall quality effect is then
needed to understand the use of time windows for water detection applications.
The aim of this article is to characterize the effect of the time observation window on
water detection simultaneously at two levels: regional scale (water maps) and water bodies
scale (reservoirs area time series). First, several state-of-the-art water detection methods
on single images for optical and radar sensors are characterized and compared at large
scale evaluation. Then one single-date detection method of each sensor is selected in the
following. Different multi-temporal time-window logics are evaluated and compared to
the selected single-date observation method for each sensor at a large scale and reservoir
area monitoring. This evaluation allows also the comparison of water detection capabilities of Sentinels 1&2 (radar and optical). Finally, an analysis of the impact of reservoirs
water level status and their geomorphological characteristics is presented to have a better
understanding of the factors that affect water detection/water body area extent-accuracy
at the reservoir level, especially between radar and optical data.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
Optical and radar images are the main sources for water detection, which contain
information of surface water extents at different acquisition dates. Optical images are
obtained from the Copernicus Sentinel-2 constellation, with a revisit time of five days [53]
and an operational life-time planned for the next decade [54]. Due to observation swath
overlaps between adjacent orbits in high latitudes, some zones in Europe have a higher
frequency of observations [55]. Ground resolution of optical images from Sentinel-2 is 10 m
for visible bands and 20 m for SWIR bands. To better characterize the top of canopy level
of images and correct atmospheric effects, Sentinel-2 images have been processed by MAJA
algorithm [56], which corrects reflectance levels and detects clouds and shadows (produced
by relief or clouds) [57]. S2-L2A images processed by MAJA are publicly available in
THEIA datacenter [58].
For radar images, Copernicus Sentinel-1 observations have been chosen for the same
reasons of continuity as Sentinel-2: similar revisit time (six days in Europe, 12 days in
global) and similar resolution. On the main acquisition mode overland (Interferometric
Wide Swath), Ground Range Detected (GRD) product at high-resolution level-1 has a
resolution of 20 × 22 m and pixel spacing of 10 × 10 m on range and azimuth axes [59].
Two polarizations are available: VV and VH.
Auxiliary data are used to automatically select learning samples or apply corrections
over water masks derived from radar and optical images. First, HAND (Height above
nearest drainage) [60] derived from MERIT DEM [61]. This product, since highly correlated
to the depth of the water table in case of theoretical inundations, is used to identify flood
free areas and we use it to exclude zones from the classification process. These zones will
always be detected as “non-water”. Second, the Global Surface Water [17] occurrence
dataset has been chosen to identify globally permanent waters, used as training data for
radar water detections by pixel level sampling. The resolution of the GSW product (30 m)
seems appropriate for input data (S1 raw resolution = 20 × 22 m) in order to have a wide
variety of permanent water samples.
2.2. Water Detection Methods
The process to generate water masks is divided into two different fluxes for radar and
optical images. Since Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 have similar resolutions, intermediary and
output data are generated on the same grid (Military Grid Reference System-MGRS) and
resolution, which facilitates comparing the results. For this work, all data are resampled
at 10 m resolution. The following Figure 1 depicts the workflow for the water masks
generation, which includes the multiple-date processing of single-date water masks.
On the optical part, optical reflectances and cloud/shadow masks are retrieved from
the S2L2A MAJA product. Cloud/cloud-shadow/relief-shadow masks are interpreted as a
“No Data” layer. Second, a snow filter is used. Some of the water detectors that are evaluated in this work use the Modified Normalized Difference Water Index (MNDWI), which
has the same spectral definition as the Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) [62],
quite sensible for snow detection. Therefore, it is important to separate snowy regions first,
before classifying water regions. Since MAJA snow masks have 240 m resolution, a finer
snow detector has been developed for this study. To avoid commission errors with turbid
waters, a new snow filter is proposed based on reflectance values: Red > 1200, Blue > 1500,
Red/Blue < 1.5. This filter is based on the fact that many turbid waters are prone to red
values and shadowed snow regions prone to bluish tones.
To limit commission errors on mountain ridges or shadowed zones in steep valley
regions, the MERIT HAND product is used to identify only floodable zones. In our case,
regions placed higher than 25 m above their direct drainage zone are not likely to be flooded
and they are excluded from the water detection process. This level has been calculated by
comparing GSW maximum extent with the resulting floodable area from HAND.
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Figure 1. Water detection workflow on Sentinel1 and Sentinel2 observations, based on single and multiple date processes.
Figure 1. Water detection workflow on Sentinel1 and Sentinel2 observations, based on single and multiple date processes.
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application from OrpheoToolBox [66], evaluated at different window sizes, and a singledate water mask is obtained.
Every optical and radar observation runs a water detection process to obtain a singledate water mask. Then, single-date water masks are combined together with a multipledate process for a time-window/sampling period. Five time-windows were tested in
this study: 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 days. Two multiple-date merging methods have been
developed. The “Average” method classifies a pixel of the mask as water if at least 50% of
the observations were classified as water by the single date classifiers. The “Max” method
classifies a pixel of the mask as water if it has been classified as water at least once by the
single date classifiers. This last method is equivalent to the maximum surface water extent
as observed during the time-window period by Sentinel-1&2.
2.3. Region of Interest Extraction Process and Surface Water Area Estimation
A geographical layer of water bodies area extent found within the studied MGRS2
tiles is created from an Optical Water Occurrence mask (OWO). The OWO is computed for
each Sentinel-2 pixel as the ratio between the number of water detection over the number of
valid observations for optical data. The water bodies area extent is built from the dilation by
50 m of the OWO exceeding 15%. Every targeted water body, localized by its coordinates,
is associated with the closest water body area extent. The water area extent of a water body
for a single date or a time-window water mask is computed as the sum of water pixels’
area extent (10 × 10 m) contained in this area.
2.4. Reference Data-Large Scenes Water Masks
In order to validate water masks for large scenes in different seasons, a reference
dataset has been developed using Active Learning for Cloud Detection (ALCD) software
exploiting Sentinel-2 images. The motivation behind the use of ALCD for validating results
rather than a hydrological database comes from the fact that water bodies are highly subject
to change in time, depending on the season, meteorological conditions, management
policies, etc.
The ALCD software was developed initially to generate reference cloud masks which
may be used to validate Sentinel-2 cloud masks, such as those generated operationally
by MAJA. This approach has been applied to generate reference water masks based on
Sentinel-2 L1C [67] imagery.
The reference water masks are generated using an iterative active learning procedure which enables the creation of an accurate reference mask in less than 3–5 h for a
110 × 110 km scene. For this, it is necessary to manually create reference points on the
image, train the model (based on Random Forest of OTB [66]) and predict with ALCD, then
add new reference points for the most problematic areas, repeat training/predictions cycles
as many times as necessary (usually 5–7 iterations). The final step consists of a manual
correction of persisting errors. For the training process, the following Sentinel-2 bands
were used, B2: Blue, B3: Green, B4: Red, B8: NIR, B11: SWIR1, B12: SWIR2. In addition,
derived indices such as MNDWI and slope information derived from SRTM [68] were
also exploited.
The generated validation dataset has been shared in the ZENODO platform in open
access [69]. A total of 14 sites have been covered on different eco-climatic zones (oceanic,
Mediterranean, mountainous, continental) that are presented in Figure 2. Then, 26 scenes
have been completely labelled on these sites on different seasons and conditions (snow,
flood event, turbid waters, wetlands, urban areas, dry scenes), as described in Table 1.
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To have a better understanding of the impact of the reservoirs’ state on the area
estimations, all the measurements have been associated with a reservoir state: high filling
rate (area of reservoir >80% quantile of the in-situ area time series), low filling rate (area of
reservoir <20% quantile of the in-situ area time series), increasing filling rate (if the area is
greater than the previous day and outside high/low range), decreasing filling rate (if the
area is lower than the previous day and outside high/low range).
2.6. Large Scene Water Masks Assessment
The assessment of large scene water masks has been developed in two stages.
First, optical and radar classifiers have been evaluated on a single-date basis. This assessment included the estimation of the following indicators: accuracy, F1-score, precision,
and recall. As well, we give the number of comparisons with F1-score lower than 0.5 shown
as “failures”, to provide an insight into the instability of the water detection method.
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Second, the best optical and radar classifiers from the first stage have been selected
based on their median F1-Score. Then, different multiple-date methods have been assessed
based on the same indicators of the first stage.
2.7. Reservoirs Area Assessment
Since reference reservoirs have a wide range of maximum water surface areas (from 20
ha to 1200 ha), error metrics chosen for this study should consider reservoirs’ size disparity.
Thus, error metrics based on relative and absolute relative error have been used for this
assessment, using the following definitions:
relative error =

X − Xre f
Xre f

X − Xre f
absolute o f relative error = abs
Xre f

(1)
!
(2)

where X is the reservoir area measured by satellite at a given date and Xref refers to the
reservoir area obtained by in-situ measurements.
2.8. Reservoir Characteristics and Geomorphological Indicators

3, x FOR PEER REVIEW

Reservoir characteristics might be also related to the quality of area monitoring. In this
study, we propose to compare maximum area extent, altitude, and four geomorphological
indexes to their results on Absolute Relative Error on area estimation.
The two first geomorphological indexes are the “Eroded Area” index, defined as the
eroded surface area (maximum extent surface buffered by 50 m) divided by the maximum
surface area, and the “Eroded Perimeter” index, which uses perimeter instead of area.
Both indexes penalize reservoirs with narrow arms (widths <100 m will disappear), and
yield higher values for large surfaces, where the loss of eroded surface is relatively lower
compared to the maximum surface.
The second two morphological operations are the “Convex-Hull Area” index and the
“Convex-Hull Perimeter” which use the Convex-Hull shape instead of the Eroded one. Low
Convex-Hull Area or Perimeter index denotes a complex shape with sinuous boundaries.
Figure 4 shows examples of Maximum surface, Convex-Hull surface, and Eroded
of 26 the
surface and their geomorphological values on four different reservoirs. Table 10
2 present
values of the proposed geomorphological indexes, where maximum values are represented
with bold style.

Figure 4. Representation of maximum extent (red), Convex hull (blue) and Eroded surface (green) for the following
Figure 4. Representation of maximum extent (red), Convex hull (blue) and Eroded surface (green)
reservoirs: (a) Saint Géraud, (b) Tordre, (c) Pareloup, (d) Salagou.

for the following reservoirs: (a) Saint Géraud, (b) Tordre, (c) Pareloup, (d) Salagou.

Table 2. Geomorphological indexes derived from maximum extent surfaces for 4 different reservoirs. Maximum values are presented in bold style for each index (row).

Geomorphological InSaint Géraud
dex

Tordre

Pareloup

Salagou
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Table 2. Geomorphological indexes derived from maximum extent surfaces for 4 different reservoirs.
Maximum values are presented in bold style for each index (row).
Geomorphological Index

Saint Géraud

Tordre

Pareloup

Salagou

Eroded Area Index

0.35

0.66

0.78

0.85

Eroded Perimeter Index

0.68

0.81

0.88

0.95

Convex Area Index

0.21

0.72

0.35

0.619

Convex Perimeter Index

0.62

0.79

0.40

0.69

3. Results
The proposed water detection methods and the multi-temporal approaches have been
evaluated by two different assessment procedures. The first part addresses the quality of
large scene water masks by comparing the resulting water maps to reference masks for
specific dates. The second part addresses the quality assessment of area estimations for
individual water bodies using in-situ data from 29 dams (two years’ time series). For both
sections, single-date and multiple-date water detection results are compared separately for
the optical and radar observations.
3.1. Large Scene Water Masks Evaluation
Every ground truth mask generated with ALCD has been compared with all the
optical and radar water maps available in the range [D − 5, D + 5 days], where “D” is
the acquisition date of the ALCD input mask. Radar and optical water detection methods
have been evaluated independently. Optical input images with partial (cloudy) observations have been included in the evaluation; nevertheless, the areas marked as “cloud”
or “shadow” on the S2-L2A input products are excluded from the evaluation. Thus, the
intersection of all valid pixels from ground truth and classifier outputs are included in the
evaluation (no sampling).
3.1.1. Optical Water Masks Evaluation at Single-Date Observation
Three different algorithms have been evaluated for water detection on Sentinel-2-L2A
images: (1) Edge filter Canny and Otsu thresholding on MNDWI; (2) Binary clustering on Hue/Saturation/Value dimensions extracted from PyIntertidalDEM algorithm;
(3) Agglomerative clustering based on the “WaterDetect” algorithm in three variants: two
features (SWIR band, NDWI), three features (two first features + MNDWI) and using four
features (three first features + MBWI). Furthermore, an additional filter has been evaluated
on top of the basic algorithms: a threshold filter at 0.8 on the SWIR band. A total of
74 images have been evaluated and compared to the 26 ALCD ground truth masks using
indicators described in Section 2.6. Results are presented in Table 3:
Table 3. Median Scores for the Optical methods assessment and total number of failures (scenes with F1 < 0.5) for 74 scene
evaluations. Best values are presented in bold style for each score (column).
Optical Method

SWIR Filter

F1_Score

Precision

Recall

Accuracy

Failures

Canny-Otsu MNDWI
Canny-Otsu MNDWI
HSV
HSV
Clustering 2 channels
Clustering 3 channels
Clustering 3 channels
Clustering 4 channels

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.814496
0.832646
0.7884
0.810096
0.888889
0.868414
0.890239
0.886854

0.916422
0.92836
0.91694
0.941263
0.944292
0.864012
0.893692
0.925346

0.826836
0.826021
0.875777
0.856648
0.888526
0.933613
0.917815
0.886162

0.99697
0.997206
0.996111
0.996487
0.997996
0.997416
0.997814
0.997939

7
5
12
7
6
7
4
6

Agglomerative clustering methods (“Clustering”) achieved the best F1 median results over the 74 comparisons, providing the best scores on recall. Also, the “Clustering
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3 channels” method with SWIR filter provided the best median F1 Score and the lowest
number of failed detections (three images of F1 < 0.5 over 74 comparisons). The rest of the
optical methods (Canny-Otsu MNDWI and HSV) have better Precision than Recall scores.
SWIR filter has shown an improvement of median precision scores or number of failures at
this evaluation.
3.1.2. Radar Water Masks Evaluation at Single-Date Observation
The radar water detection method, based on Random Forest trained on historic optical
water detections, has been assessed through combinations of different window sizes of Lee
speckle filters (unit: 10 m pixels) and output regularization filters based on ball structure
(radius unit: 10 m pixels). A total of 123 images have been evaluated and compared to the
26 ALCD ground truth masks providing the following results, presented in Table 4:
Table 4. Median Scores for the Radar methods assessment and total number of failed comparisons (F1 < 0.5) for 123 scene
evaluations. Best values are presented in bold style for each score (column).
Radar Method

Lee Filter
-Size

Random Forest
Random Forest
Random Forest

No
3×3
No

Regularization
-Ball Radius
1
1
2

F1_Score

Precision

Recall

Accuracy

Failures

0.681
0.689
0.727

0.667
0.674
0.787

0.716
0.723
0.710

0.995
0.995
0.996

14
20
8

The effect of larger preprocessing Lee filtering windows slightly improves the median
recall score in detriment of a higher number of failures. The effect of a larger Regularisation
window improves the median precision and the number of failed scenes. Regularisation
has a cleaning effect on small, isolated detections or water omissions, produced by speckle
and surface roughness irregularities present in crop bare soils or windy water surfaces.
3.1.3. Multiple-Date Water Masks Evaluation
The multiple-date water masks assessment considers different time window lengths
and different methods to process single-date water masks.
The selected optical water detection algorithm, based on the best F1-score, is the
“Clustering 3 channels” with a SWIR filter; the selected radar water detection algorithm
is based on Random Forest with a regularisation size equal to two. Like in previous
assessments, 74 optical evaluations and 104 radar evaluations have been performed. Results
are shown on Table 5 their median values and number of failures:
Regarding radar results, “average” methods improve precision, and hence, F1-Score
with longer time-windows. Recall remains constant even with increasing time-window
length, whereas failures drop considerably if a time window is set. “Max” methods, on
the contrary, worsen the performance when increasing the length of the time-window in
precision and number of failures.
About optical results, “average” multiple-date methods do not improve scores for the
general scene evaluation, and failures are increased. On the other hand, “Max” multipledate methods decrease performance for longer windows.
3.2. Area Monitoring Evaluation on Reservoirs
This evaluation is based on the comparison of reservoirs’ areas issued from satellite
observations with daily in-situ measurements from 29 reservoirs in the South of France.
Time series of two years (2018, 2019) have been used for this analysis. Figure 5 shows an
example of reference area time-series and satellite area estimations for one reservoir.
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3.2.1. Error Assessment of Reservoirs Area Monitoring
The surface area of each water body is computed from a large-scene water mask, as
described in Section 2.3, and error metrics are then processed, described in Section 2.7. The
proposed reservoir monitoring methods are classified according to how large-scene water
masks are generated using the following criteria:

•
•

Sensor: optical measurements (“MO”) and radar measurements (“MR”), based on the
same water classification methods evaluated in Section 3.1.3.
Single/Multi-date method: They are categorized in three classes: Single-date methods
are based on just one satellite observation (“MO1”, “MR1”), multiple-date methods
apply a backwards time-window (“MO2”, “MR2”) and the last methods calculate the
sum of all the surfaces detected as water at least once during a natural month (“MO3”,
“MR3”). Multiple-date methods (“MO2”, “MR2”) present two possible logics: average
(“_avg”) and maximum pixel wise surface (“_max”), as described in Section 2.2. Also,
multiple-date methods with time-windows have a suffix (“_WN”), where N is the
time-window size in days.
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In order to understand the general behavior of each method, all measurements for
29 reservoirs for two years are shown in Figure 6 by boxplots. Optical methods have
been represented in red tone boxes and radar methods in blue tone boxes. Multiple-date
methods based on “maximum” logic are represented with more intense colors. Green
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3.2.2. Influence of Reservoir Filling Rate
The dynamics of water stored in reservoirs have an impact on the water surface
characteristics (area, nature of boundary water/land areas) and thus may affect the water
mask quality for each reservoir. We define two contrasted hydrological conditions by
subset the water area extent: high filling rate and low filling rate (see Section 2.5)
Figure 7 shows the same relative error of each method presented in Figure 6 but
restricted to dates with high filling rate status. Two main differences appear. First, the
general negative bias of area estimations is higher than in the global case. For example,
median relative errors of “MO_W20_avg” change from −5.33% in all reservoirs status to
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
15 of 26
−7.96% in the high filling rate. Second, this negative bias decreases less while increasing
the time-window compared to the global case.
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Figure 8. Effect of dense vegetation and sandy surfaces on occurrence maps on the southern area
of Miélan reservoir, where radar water detections are quite limited due to vegetation. (a) and
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3.2.3. Analysis of Absolute of Relative Error on Reservoir Area Estimation
To provide a more comprehensive study on reservoir area estimation error and its
dispersion, we propose to analyze absolute values of relative area errors from all the reservoir area estimations altogether. Working with absolute values, median or quantile error values better reflect all kinds of error, positive and negative. In Figure 10, we have
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3.2.3. Analysis of Absolute of Relative Error on Reservoir Area Estimation
To provide a more comprehensive study on reservoir area estimation error and its
dispersion, we propose to analyze absolute values of relative area errors from all the
reservoir area estimations altogether. Working with absolute values, median or quantile
error values better reflect all kinds of error, positive and negative. In Figure 10, we have
sorted the quantile values (50%, 90%) of absolute of relative error of area estimation of each
method for all reservoirs as a whole, and the following results may be observed:

•

On the optical methods, MO3 (maximum on natural month) provides the best results
on quantile 50% (median value), but it performs worse on quantile 90% compared with
other optical methods. Time-window methods based on “maximum” logic perform
well on 50% quantiles, but they are not the best on 90%. Time-window methods
based on “average” logic with 10-15-20 days perform well on quantile 90%. For
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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example, the mean absolute relative error in MO1 is 16.9%, whereas MO2_W15_avg
is 12.9%. In conclusion, “average” and “max” time-windows have similar positive
results compared to single-date methods.
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Figure 10. Quantiles of absolute of relative error on area estimation on each method. (a) Quantile 50%; (b): Quantile 90%.
Figure 10. Quantiles of absolute of relative error on area estimation on each method. (a) Quantile 50%; (b): Quantile 90%.
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linear model for optical, it yields a 0.42 R2 score, which is low. For Radar Methods
(MR2_W20_avg), Eroded Perimeter and Area indexes have the most relevant information
to predict the area monitoring quality, with R2 scores of 0.44 and 0.58. Results corroborate
the idea that radar water detection is limited for narrow water areas (width <100 m) by
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for optical, it yields a 0.42 R2 score, which is low. For Radar Methods (MR2_W20_avg),
Eroded Perimeter and Area indexes have the most relevant information to predict the
area monitoring quality, with R2 scores of 0.44 and 0.58. Results corroborate the idea that
radar water detection is limited for narrow water areas (width <100 m) by the lower spatial
resolution and the effect of bright adjacent land zones comparatively to Sentinel-2. This
impacts significantly the total area extent detection accuracy. Using all morphological
indices in one single linear model for radar yields a 0.67 R2 value. Hence, the presented
geomorphological indices would better predict the quality of area estimation of each reservoir on radar methods than in optical ones. With respect to a maximum surface dataset of
104 reservoirs in the Occitanie region, we appreciate that 37.5% of reservoirs have Eroded
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
18 of 26
Perimeter index values under 0.8, which suggests that they will have bad area estimation
quality using radar methods (median absolute of relative error higher than 20%).
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may represent a loss of 40 m when measuring river widths, or erosion of 20 m inside the
perimeter of a lake or reservoir. Detection problems by trees are aggravated by Sentinel-1
high incidence angle range (29.1°–46°) compared to Sentinel-2 (0°–10.1°). There are other
constant factors that challenge the radar water detection at boundaries, such as sand,
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may represent a loss of 40 m when measuring river widths, or erosion of 20 m inside the
perimeter of a lake or reservoir. Detection problems by trees are aggravated by Sentinel-1
high incidence angle range (29.1◦ –46◦ ) compared to Sentinel-2 (0◦ –10.1◦ ). There are other
constant factors that challenge the radar water detection at boundaries, such as sand, which
may have very low backscatter for certain angles and certain moisture levels [44], or the
effect of vegetation at the surface water. Other relatively constant factors (which duration
is longer than several weeks) also affect optical detection, like a tree or urban shadows [76]
or sunglint [77]. As a result, water boundaries zones with sand and vegetation are often
mote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEWbetter detected with optical measurements. Figures 8 and 12 show the systematic drastic
drop of radar occurrence near water bodies shores, especially for forested surroundings.
On the contrary, optical occurrence remains stable and drops closer to the shore.

19 o

12. Representation of the reference water mask on a specific date (red polygons) with ESRI Satellite background
Figure 12.Figure
Representation
of the reference water mask on a specific date (red polygons) with ESRI Satellite background
(a), compared with water occurrence map based on Optical measurements for 1 year of observations (b) and the water
(a), compared with water occurrence map based on Optical measurements for 1 year of observations (b) and the water
occurrence map based on Radar measurements for 1 year of observations (c).
occurrence map based on Radar measurements for 1 year of observations (c).
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Figure 13. Impact of multi-temporal water detection on radar images. Top images show the improvement on water
detection on rough waters on a large reservoir. Bottom images show the improvement on bare soils commission error.
Figure 13. Impact of multi-temporal water detection on radar images. Top images show the improvement on water detec(a,e): GoogleMaps Satellite Image with reference water mask contour (red); (b,f): Reference water mask; (c,g): single-date
tion on rough waters on a large reservoir. Bottom images show the improvement on bare soils commission error. (a,e):
radar water mask; (d,h): Multiple-date radar water masks (15 days) with average logic.
GoogleMaps Satellite Image with reference water mask contour (red); (b,f): Reference water mask; (c,g): single-date radar
water mask; (d,h): Multiple-date radar water masks (15 days) with average logic.

Given the cited differences between optical and radar methods, which are affected
by different constant and variable factors, we have kept a separate analysis for reservoir
Given the cited differences between optical and radar methods, which are affected
monitoring evaluation. In this context, it should be taken into account that water boundby different constant and variable factors, we have kept a separate analysis for reservoir
aries detection will be different on optical and radar sensors for thin water bodies (<50 m),
monitoring evaluation. In this context, it should be taken into account that water boundsandy shores, artificial structures, and some vegetation types above water. Nevertheless,
aries detection will be different on optical and radar sensors for thin water bodies (<50 m),
merging both outputs together is possible and complementary (better accuracies on optical
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accuracy for either optical or radar methods. In other words, even if the time-window
captures a small number of observations, quality improvement on area estimation has
been observed. This fact could justify longer time-windows in zones with less frequent
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Method Effect
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Additionally, the present work yields a quality evaluation and comparison of radar
and optical water maps, using state of the art methods. While similar in the precision
Additionally, the present work yields a quality evaluation and comparison of radar
score (0.9), optical water maps had better median recall scores (0.9) than radar (0.75),
and optical water maps, using state of the art methods. While similar in the precision score
which may be explained by difficulties of radar on smaller water bodies like thin rivers
or small ponds. Concerning reservoir area monitoring, optical estimations outperform
radar. Optical approaches yield a median absolute of relative error of 6.8% (30 days with
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“maximum” logic) while radars yield 9.5% (30 days with maximum logic). It is important
to remark that both methods have a tendency to underestimate area (negative bias), being
more significant on the radar. Considering the water level status of reservoirs, our methods
have shown better estimations at low filling rate conditions than at high filling rates. This
observation is important for application purposes, as low filling rates occur during dry
conditions when water restrictions and water shortage happens. Lastly, in order to predict
the radar performance on reservoir area monitoring, we propose the analysis of the “Eroded
Area Ratio”, showing a considerable correlation with area estimation quality (mean of
absolute of relative error).
As a result of conducting this research, we propose two improvements to future water
maps and reservoir monitoring systems based on satellite measurements. First, future
water maps products should take advantage of multiple-date approaches to improve mapping accuracy, especially in radar observations. We propose to use time windows between
10–20 days applying “average” logic which yields significant improvements on large-scale
water maps and reservoirs area estimation. In zones with less frequency of Sentinel-1 observations (mainly outside Europe), time-windows of 12–24 days would be recommended.
Second, reservoir filling rate may influence the quality of area estimations, being critical on
full reservoirs surrounded by dense vegetation or artificial structures affecting radar. Some
solutions are proposed for future investigations: flag high-filled reservoir measurements
surrounded by such conditions by means of land cover maps; reconstruct area dynamics
just focusing in zones not surrounded by vegetation of artificial structures [75] or correct
area dynamics using auxiliary measurements, such as altimetry, digital elevation models or
in situ measurements. New altimetry systems providing a larger number of tracked water
bodies in a global approach, like IceSat2 based on Lidar [81], altimeters Sentinel-3 [82],
Sentinel-6 [83], and the future SWOT mission [84], will provide essential information to
be combined with the proposed area estimations. Such a combination will help to better
determine the volume dynamics of reservoirs and lakes globally. As a final idea and with
regard to the results of this work, we suggest that operational reservoir monitoring systems
should combine both sensors: optical measurements, with better accuracies, and radar
measurements, with more observations independent from cloud conditions, to provide a
complete as possible insight on water dynamics.
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